Week of March 30, 2020
GSP Assignments
By Mrs. Pandit

My 2020 Spring Journal
Long Term Project For GSP Students in Grades K - 6

Directions
1.
2.

Complete at least one page a week. I encourage you to write more, because your journal is going to
provide for very interesting reading in the future for you, your children and for your grandchildren :)
Add drawings, pictures that help in providing sensory details for your journal

3a. Grades K - 3, you may write your journal on paper or type on the computer. If written on paper, you
may ask your parents to scan and send to Mrs. Pandit’s email.
3b.Grades 4 - 6: Write your journal in any presentation format of your choice. Google docs, slides,
Powerpoint, the sky is the limit. Send to Mrs. Pandit on a weekly basis.
4.

Your project should have a title page like the next slide that follows

5.

Complete the “What is trending” question only one time.

6.

Write day numbers on your work starting with day # 1.

My Spring 2020 Journal
Title Page (slide)
My name:
My grade:
My school: West Melbourne Elementary

Spring of 2020: What is Trending?
Complete this question only one time.
These things are popular among children of my age in 2020
Consider clothes, hairstyles, music, books, backpacks, stationary, games etc

My 2020 Spring Journal Entries Day 1
Answer all questions. Add drawings and / or pictures where you feel necessary.
Today’s Date:_
1.
2.

Wake up time:_

Bedtime _

Description of the day in 2 - 3 complete sentences. Some examples: You could write about the daily temperature,
weather, sunrise-sunset times, anything else.
Meal times and food. Today this is what I ate: (Make a note if anything was different from what you usually ate 3
weeks ago).
2a. Breakfast _ 2b. Lunch _ 2c. Dinner _
3.. Entertainment: This is how I entertained myself.Write in 2 - 3 complete sentences. (some examples are: played _
(write name) game, watched __ (write name of show) on TV, read a_(name of book), talked with friends, write names).
4. Education: Approximate total time I spent on my online assignments or Something new I learned today.
5. My biggest concern for today was_ You may or may not have any concerns.
6. Positive self-talk: My uplifting thought for the day: As I end this day, one thought, word, action or event that
made me smile / laugh / happy / thankful was:_
Notes: Some more thoughts or events I want to remember from today _

Critical and creative Problem Solving Activities
Choose at least one activity to complete from the
ones suggested for your grade level Go from simple
to complex.
If you complete activities for your grade level, you
may solve activities from the next grade level.

